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Chapter 6

Epilogue

Biased Competition Between 
Object Features



The aim of this thesis was to gain a better understanding on how different visual 
features such as colors and orientations are combined in the visual system de-
pendent on action-related behavioral intentions and stimulus-driven physical 
properties.  Using psychophysical measures, we have described interferences 
between these two sources of attentional modulation.  In this final chapter, a 
brief summary of the empirical results of this thesis will be presented together 
with a summary of conclusions, limitations, and suggestions for future studies.

The results of this thesis provide evidence that in the visual modality fea-
ture dimensions compete for attentional selection.  Importantly, the results 
indicate that in conjunction search, the visual selection is prioritized for infor-
mation about object color relative to object orientation.  This prioritization is 
consistent with the presence of color and orientation sensitive channels.  The 
results also confirmed that top-down modulation driven by either action inten-
tion or sustained precueing could, at least to some extent, counter this strong 
preference for color selection.  The specific claims tested in this thesis were as 
follows.  First, action-related top-down modulation selectively enhances the se-
lection of the action-relevant visual feature.  Second, this selective enhancement 
is not an isolated process at the level of a particular feature value but is an inte-
grative element of cognitive processing.  Third, while overt conjunction search 
behavior—by default—is biased toward color, this can be adaptively changed by 
top-down information directed toward the orientation dimension.
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6.1 Summary of Findings
6.1.1 Action-related bias in conjunction search

The experiments presented in Chapter 2 tested whether planning of manual 
actions produces a selective bias toward processing of the action-relevant vi-
sual feature or a biased competition between action-relevant and behaviorally 
neutral feature.  Specifically, conjunction search tasks combining color and ori-
entation dimensions were designed where observers either pointed or imitated 
grasping movements toward visual objects on the screen while their gaze be-
havior was monitored.  In order to explore the mechanisms of the bias toward 
processing of the action-relevant visual feature, we manipulated the load on 
cognitive processing.  In the first experiment, we aimed to equalize the stim-
ulus-driven amount of information about colors and orientations in the visual 
array and modulated cognitive load by varying the number of conjunction stim-
uli in the array.  In the second experiment, we further aimed to increase the task 
demands by considerably decreasing the discriminability of the behaviorally 
neutral feature and therefore to bias visual processing toward this feature di-
mension.  It was expected that if the action-related bias affects only processing 
of the action-relevant feature (i.e., orientation), the effect should not depend on 
the discriminability of the behaviorally neutral feature (i.e., color).  Differently, 
if the increased load on processing of behaviorally neutral feature is accompa-
nied by decrease in the selective bias toward action-relevant feature, this would 
suggest that a biased competition between features takes place, which, in turn, 
indicates that the action-related bias operates at a very early level of attentional 
selection.

In the first experiment, participants demonstrated improved orientation 
discrimination performance in the grasping task as compared with the point-
ing task.  Importantly, the color discrimination performance remained approxi-
mately equal for both the pointing and the grasping tasks.  This finding suggests 
that action intention has the power to bias visual selection toward the action-rel-
evant visual feature.  However, this effect appeared only under lower cognitive 
processing load and disappeared when set size was increased, suggesting lim-
itations for selective bias toward action-relevant feature.  In the second exper-
iment, i.e., under lower discriminability of the behaviorally neutral feature, no 
bias toward processing of the action-relevant feature appeared, indicating that 
increased load on one feature dimension (even though behaviorally neutral, still 
relevant for completing the search task, and, therefore) reduces the possibility 
to selectively prioritize the action-relevant feature.  In summary, these findings 
can be interpreted as evidence for a biased competition between action-relevant 
and behaviorally neutral feature dimensions.
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6.1.2 Action-related biased competition in feature search

A further example for the action-related interference between visual feature di-
mensions was provided in Chapter 3.  This study was designed to specifically ex-
plore the effects of action intention on the processing of a behaviorally neutral 
visual feature dimension.  The experiment addressed the decline in discrimi-
nation performance of a behaviorally neutral visual feature as a function of 
manual tasks.  Specifically, this study demonstrated that processing of stimuli 
defined on perceptual dimension related to a certain manual action interferes 
with a dimension not related to the action.

The presented experiment required observers to perform either a singleton 
color search task or orientation search task while pointing at or imitating grasp-
ing the target.  Prior to the experiment, individualized stimuli were prepared 
for each participant in order to control for potential individual differences in 
feature discrimination ability.  The crucial aspect of the experimental design 
was the color search task where the orientation of the stimulus objects was still 
relevant for performing grasping task.  Particularly, in order to imitate grasp-
ing the target, the observer had to process even the homogenious orientation of 
color-defined objects, whereas pointing to the color singleton did not require 
any orientation processing.  Therefore, a relatively higher demand for orien-
tation processing in the grasping condition compared with the pointing con-
dition was expected along with a concurrent decrease in color discrimination 
performance.  Differently, in the orientation search task, the only relevant fea-
ture for guiding visual search was the orientation, as it was defining the search 
for the target as well the execution of the action in both grasping and pointing 
conditions.  Consequently, approximately equal visual search accuracy in both 
pointing and grasping was expected in orientation search tasks.

Comparison of feature discrimination performance in color and orienta-
tion search tasks showed a discrimination-efficiency trade-off in feature-based 
selection for action.  Importantly, manual task selectively interfered with dis-
crimination of the behaviorally neutral feature, i.e., in the color search task the 
visual search accuracy decreased when grasping was required in comparison 
with the pointing condition.  In contrast, the manual task did not affect visual 
search accuracy in orientation search tasks.  Taken together, these results sug-
gest that decrease in color discrimination accuracy in grasping condition is due 
to biased competition between color and orientation bound to the object.  The 
findings presented in Chapter 3 complement those of Chapter 2 by providing 
further support for the conclusion that selective enhancement of action-rele-
vant visual feature cannot be explained by isolated privileged processing of the 
action-related feature dimension or a particular value of the feature.  Therefore, 
this study strengthens the idea that action intention modulates even the activa-
tion of the feature dimension neutral for the manual task and a biased competi-
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tion between visual feature dimensions takes place.

6.1.3 Stimulus-driven bias toward color discrimination

Chapter 2 revealed that in conjunction search, observers more frequently tend 
to direct their initial saccade toward the target color rather than the target ori-
entation, even when the color contrast was minimal.  The experiments reported 
in Chapter 4 were carried out in order to further verify such asymmetric fea-
ture discrimination performance in conjunction search.  Importantly, based 
on prominent theoretical models of visual attention, one would predict that vi-
sual features that are equally discriminable in singleton feature search should 
remain so in conjunction search.  This prediction was carefully tested in three 
experiments.  Notably, again, individualized stimuli were prepared for each 
participant in order to cautiously control for potential individual differences in 
their feature discrimination ability.  Similarly to our previous studies, a visual 
search paradigm was used and gaze behavior served as the dependent measure.

In the first experiment, individual feature contrast thresholds necessary 
to obtain 70% correct responses in singleton color and orientation search were 
determined prior to the main experiment.  Next, singleton search tasks were 
conducted using those 70% individual discrimination thresholds.  Finally, these 
same contrasts were used to assess performance for each feature in a conjunc-
tion search task.  Results clearly demonstrated that feature contrasts yielding 
equal performance in singleton search nevertheless result in a strong perfor-
mance asymmetry in conjunction search.  Specifically, color and orientation 
contrasts equalized at the feature level and bound together into conjunction 
stimuli yielded a significant decrease in orientation discrimination accuracy in 
conjunction search.  The second experiment was conducted in order to control 
for a potential speed-accuracy trade-off due to the substantially longer saccadic 
latencies in conjunction search as compared to singleton search tasks.  In spite 
of a reduced stimulus presentation time, the reduction in orientation discrimi-
nation accuracy in conjunction search reappeared.  A third experiment further 
confirmed the presence of this feature discrimination asymmetry by demon-
strating that the same kind of asymmetry also emerged in a conjunctive search 
for color and size.

In conclusion, results of all three experiments demonstrated that discrimi-
nation accuracy in singleton search does not predict discrimination accuracy in 
conjunction search.  This finding indicates that visual features bound together 
are not processed independently and that stimulus-driven information biases 
visual search toward color.  One potential explanation is that different visual 
channels are used in feature and conjunction search whereas a competition be-
tween color and orientation processing would be another interpretation.  How-
ever, as it was not possible to confirm any of those explanations, a fourth study 
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was designed.

6.1.4 Biased competition in precued conjunction search

In Chapter 5, the underlying mechanisms of the feature discrimination asym-
metry in conjunction search were further explored.  Additional to the account 
proposed in Chapter 4 about using conjunctively tuned channels in conjunction 
search, a biased competition explanation was tested.  Specifically, the tempo-
ral disassociation of feature presentation was used to provide observers with 
advanced information about the spatial distribution of either colors or orienta-
tions of the subsequent visual search array.  In this way, a top-down bias toward 
one of the target features was induced.  Similarly to experiments presented in 
Chapters 3 and 4, individualized stimuli were used based on participants' single 
feature discrimination ability. 

Results of the first experiment revealed that longer precueing with the ori-
entation values without any chromatic information of the conjunction objects 
resulted in a relative gain in orientation discrimination accuracy and a simul-
taneous decrement in relative color discrimination accuracy.  In contrast, pre-
cueing with chromatic precues that contained some but irrelevant orientation 
information had no differential effect on the subsequent relative feature dis-
crimination accuracy.  This result confirmed the hypothesis of interdependent 
feature processing in line with the idea of biased competition between features.  
The second experiment further supported the notion that salience-based con-
junction search for color and orientation combinations seems to be biased to-
ward color whereas sustained top-down orientation bias can reverse this effect.

In the light of the current findings, it would be reasonable to suggest that 
the initially contrasted explanations of biased competition and conjunctively 
tuned visual mechanisms (as presented in Section 5.3) may be explanations at 
different levels for one and the same phenomenon.  It is plausible to propose 
that biased competition between visual features is the behavioral manifestation 
of the effect of the neural underpinning of conjunctively tuned visual channels.  
Future studies are invited to further test if the biased competition between fea-
tures arises because of the very existence and use of conjunctively tuned chan-
nels.

6.2 Conclusions
The four psychophysical studies reported in this thesis investigated the inter-
actions between action-related and stimulus-driven effects on visual selection.  
Taken together, the present studies provide strong evidence for the assump-
tion of biased competition in feature-based visual selection.  Three studies of 
the present thesis suggest that on the basis of the stimulus-driven informa-
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tion, the visual selection is—by default—biased toward color discrimination.  
However, two of the studies also provide new support for the crucial role of 
action-related attentional mechanisms in visual selection.  The results indicate 
that action intention can bias the competition between the action-relevant and 
stimulus-driven saliences in visual selection.

6.3 Future Perspectives
Having demonstrated competitive selection between action-relevant and sa-
lience-driven feature dimensions, subsequent studies investigating additional 
sources of attentional modulation could provide further support for the pro-
posed biased competition between visual feature dimensions.  Also, whilst the 
findings of the presented studies shed new light on the processes of selective 
visual attention, I aware that our research has some delimitations and limita-
tions.  Specifically, the design of the experiments presented in Chapters 2 - 4 
did not address the functions of visual working memory in the search behavior.  
Still, visual working memory is one fundamental component process of visual 
attention that allows to absorb and maintain relevant visual information for the 
upcoming decisions and behavior.  Working memory controls top-down mod-
ulation of neural representations of information that is used for cognitive con-
trol of action planning (Miller & Cohen, 2001).  It is important to acknowledge 
that visual working memory and visual attention are inextricably intertwined.  
On the one hand, when observer attends to an object, information associated 
with that object enters visual working memory, on the other hand, information 
in visual working memory is information that is associated with attended ob-
jects (LaBar et al., 1999).  Visual search tasks that were used in the presented 
experiments require formation of representations of target objects or search 
templates (Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Wolfe, 1994) that are represented in 
visual working memory.  The design of the presented studies did not address 
the process of forming search templates and competitive processes in the vi-
sual working memory.  However, it is important to bear in mind the possibility 
that bias could be induced in the working memory.  Indeed, perhaps the most 
serious limitation of the current experimental design was the inability to ex-
clude the possibility that the prioritization of color processing in conjunction 
search takes place in the visual working memory.  Hence, it could be that fea-
ture discrimination accuracy appeares to be biased towars color because for 
some reason color obtains a higher status in the search template (cf. Olivers, 
Peters, Houtkamp, & Roelfsema, 2011).  One could argue that color might some-
how acquire a privileged representation in the visual working memory, rather 
than in the selection process.  For instance, it is possible that observers in the 
present studies were able to improve color discrimination accuracy in conjunc-
tion search tasks due to adopting a categorization strategy that is not necessary 
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for singleton search.  Although this possibility was discussed in Section 4.5.3, I 
suggest that future research is also needed to control for observers developing 
memory-related search strategies.  One particular solution against verbally me-
diated color categorization would be to use several color values within the same 
color dimension, e.g., different hues of a non-prototypical color.  In addition, to 
expand the knowledge on the range of action-related bias in selection-for-ac-
tion and attentional selection, it would be very interesting to investigate visual 
search performance after explicitly manipulating the formation of search tem-
plates in the visual working memory.

Given that the focus of the studies was on contrasting visual search effi-
ciency across cognitive and stimulus-driven experimental manipulations, I did 
not address the bottom-up inter-trial priming effects due to changes (or con-
stancy) of the target-defining feature across the successive search displays (e.g., 
Becker, Harris, Venini, & Retell, 2014; Burnham, 2015; Theeuwes, 2013).  How-
ever, to further the current research, I suggest that it would be advantageous 
to additionally manipulate the sequential presentation of target features and 
differentially analyse its effect on subsequent feature discrimination accuracy 
as a function of manual tasks and bottom-up salience. 

Our currently used approach points at the potential role of conjunctively 
tuned visual mechanisms in conjunction processing.  However, the exact nature 
of these remains to be determined.  These could be hardwired such as conjunc-
tively tuned simple cells in primary visual cortex.  However, earlier studies have 
proposed that different kinds of feature binding are possible, both ad hoc bind-
ing of any feature conjunctions due to neural synchronization and also conjunc-
tion detection of familiar feature combinations (Hommel & Colzato, 2009).  The 
prospect of being able to differentiate between different modes of conjunction 
search serves as continuous spur to future research.

The presented studies also suggest future avenues for neurophysiological 
validation of a biased competition account of feature-based selection.  Compet-
itive interactions between feature dimensions encourage functional neuroim-
aging of the neural mechanisms that enable this kind of dynamic assignment of 
attentional weights to feature dimensions as a function of the behavioral task.  
Results so far have been promising and have shown that action planning mod-
ulates neural activity related to action relevant visual features in V1 (Gutteling 
et al., 2015).  Similarly, attention to color has manifested in the neural respons-
es in color-sensitive cortical areas (Chawla et al., 1999; Liu et al., 2003; Saenz 
et al., 2002).  A conjunction search task should probably reveal corresponding 
activation pattern in occipital and occopito-temporal regions, resulting from a 
contrast of the pointing and grasping conditions and being predictive of gaze 
behaviour.   Functional interactions between ventral and frontoparietal regions 
could reveal directionality in the coupling between brain areas that orchestrate 
the allocation of selective visual attention.
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The final recommendation for future studies comes from one particular 
strength of the experimental design used in the present thesis.  Specifically, as 
long as the feature contrasts have not been matched and feature values are not 
adjusted by means of individual psychometric curves, it is impossible to distin-
guish between biases resulting from salience differences, sensory effects, and 
action intentions.  Therefore, I recommend that studies aiming to compare de-
tection, discrimination or other performance measures over different feature 
dimensions should consider, firstly, equalizing feature contrasts, and, secondly, 
doing so at the individual level for each participant 
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